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1 - Addiction!

Okay so I'm really bored so thats why I'm writing this -.-; It's also like, almost time for me to go to bed so
like, this is prolly gonna be short...

___________________________________________________________
1)You try to fly an oar.
2)You dye your hair the color of your favorite character's.
3)You have every YYH item there is.
4)You actually look forward to death.
5)Your family and friends can now follow the entire plot of YYH because of you.
6)You name your pet bird Puu.
7)You sew plushies of the characters.
8)You've seen every episode but you still watch it with as much interest as you did the first time you
watched it.
9)You can draw each character perfectly.
10)You can imitate each character's voice perfectly.
11)You figured out that you can actually use a spirit gun if you concentrate hard enough...or maybe
that's just a hallucination from staying up so late watching YYH DVDs...oh well...
__________________________________________________________
That's all I can think of for now ^^;



2 - And more...

12)All you draw is YYH, YYH, and more YYH.
13)You go to yaoi websites just to find pictures of your fave character(s)... then flame the creator of
course
14)You squeak whenever your fave character comes on the screen.
15)Your new nickname is squeaky.
16)You go to a tatoo place and ask them to tatoo a dragon on your right arm
17)You call up the surgeon and ask if you can have a Jagan implanted in your forehead
18)You go to the tailorshop and ask the tailor to make replicas of all the characters' clothes
19)You put on fake fox ears.... and steal your friend's wallet.
20)You try to get your hair to spike like Hiei's
21)4 hours and 20 bottles of hair gel later, you actually get your hair to spike like Hiei's.
22)It's been a while since you have seen an episode, but you remember every single detail like you saw
one yesterday.
23)You put flowers in your hair.
24)You buy a gun and claim you got it from Sniper.
25)You see a little boy with brown hair and shout "GAME MASTER!"
26)Whenever you see a toddler/teenager you ask if they're Koenma.
27)You jump into the middle of traffic and try to get hit by a car.
28)After you get hit you become unconcious, but claim you died and you met Botan and Koenma.
29)You find and egg and keep it, hoping it hatches into a spirit beast.
30)Whenever the wind blows, you can often be heard muttering something about Jin. 31)You know
every single episode word for word but are still suprised when something happens (thanks Lauren for
this one!)
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